It is often assumed that the negative gradient of chemical potential (1992) ing with mass transport in porous media. fresh water sediments and underlying saline rocks. Clay skins on aggregates affect solute diffusion in and out of the aggregates, which influences the availability of sol-
fresh water sediments and underlying saline rocks. Clay skins on aggregates affect solute diffusion in and out of the aggregates, which influences the availability of sol-C hemical potential is a function that refers to a parutes for leaching (Kohne et al., 2002) . Chemical engiticular constituent composing a fluid phase. It is neers are interested in the diffusion of chemicals into defined as a function of the macroscopic thermodynamic and out of aggregates in chemical reactors. Civil engicoordinates: pressure, temperature, and concentration of neers (Malusis et al., 2001 ) are interested in transport the constituent. A constituent is defined here as a molethrough clay barriers for retaining chemicals in holding cule, ion, or other solid particle capable of independent ponds, and in the performance of installations for remotion. The form of the chemical potential function demoving salt from brine by reverse osmosis. The above pends on the nature of the particular phase for which are a few examples illustrating the need for the scientific it is derived (Zemansky and Dittman, 1997). The definicommunity to understand principles governing mass tion of chemical potential can be extended to account for transport across porous barriers. effects of gravity, surface, electrical, or magnetic forces Error in predicting the direction and rate of diffusion acting on particular constituents. However, the objec-(based on the chemical potential gradient) is large whertive of this paper can be met by a consideration of the ever a significant gradient of pressure exists. The gradisimplest version of chemical potential.
ent of chemical potential correctly evaluates the driving Uniformity of chemical potential, evaluated for sysforce for diffusion only where pressure is constant along tems with inert constituents, is properly regarded as a a flow path. False assumptions regarding the application necessary, but not a sufficient, requirement for thermoof chemical potential, commonly presented in current dynamic equilibrium. Thermodynamic equilibrium reliterature, often predict movement of a constituent in the quires each of the variables appearing in the chemical opposite direction to that actually observed. This fact has potential function to be equal independently at all points been demonstrated experimentally by Corey and Kemper in a fluid phase (Sposito, 1981) . Since the gradients of each (1961) , and by many investigators of osmotic efficiency, of the variables are zero, it is clear that a function of the such as Malusis et al. (2001) . coordinates exists that will be uniform at equilibrium. Homaee et al. (2002) examined several equations to Unfortunately, it is frequently assumed that the negacombine matric and osmotic potential effects on transpitive gradient of chemical potential indicates the direcration and plant growth, including additive, multiplicative, and combined thresholds. independently affected growth rates, but the additive This paper attempts to clarify the principles of diffuthat average velocity of a constituent, induced by a concentration gradient, is a velocity relative to the velocity sion by approaching the subject from a new perspective. In particular, we have derived Fick's law of diffusion of the centers of mass of reference volumes of a fluid as a whole (Bird et al., 2002; de Groot and Mazur, 1984 ; from Newton's second law of motion, rather than accepting the law by analogy with heat diffusion, as originally Haase, 1969) . However, Corey and Auvermann (2003) have challenged the Bird et al. (2002) concept. A consuggested by Fick (1855) and by authors of a recent paper dealing with diffusion and advection (Corey and Auvercentration gradient induces an increment of constituent velocity relative to the fluid boundaries, not relative to mann, 2003). Our objective is to show that chemical potential is useful for describing equilibrium, but not the centers of mass of reference volumes of fluid. Advection is usually defined as transport induced by for evaluating transport.
forces acting externally on reference volumes of the whole fluid, including all constituents composing the BACKGROUND fluid. However, the analysis presented in the following
Driving and Resisting Forces
sections does not support the concept that advective velocity is synonymous with velocity of the center of Driving force is defined as a force that induces motion mass of reference volumes of fluid, as often assumed. of the center of mass of reference elements of fluid.
Our analysis indicates that net mass transport can be Resisting force is in response to motion induced by the evaluated only by including diffusion as an independent driving force. In this analysis we consider only cases for mechanism of transport in cases where diffusion reprewhich the driving and resisting forces are equal in magsents a significant contribution to net transport. nitude and opposite in direction. Fluid inertia, as well Direction and magnitude of net transport of a conas force associated with divergence, is assumed to be stituent cannot be evaluated by the gradient of chemical negligible.
potential, because this potential does not evaluate resistWe regard force resulting from a concentration gradiances associated with advection and diffusion. It cannot ent as an internal force because it derives from gradients predict direction of diffusion, because chemical potenof kinetic energy (of molecular translation) within refertial includes pressure as a variable. The gradient of presence volumes of fluid. Force associated with diffusion sure induces velocity gradients normal to solid boundis not given by a pressure gradient acting externally on aries and a resistance proportional to fluid viscosity. reference volumes of fluid. Corey and Auvermann (2003) A gradient of concentration or temperature does not have explained this fact under the heading of "Pressure induce velocity gradients normal to the direction of flow, and Normal Surface Stress." However, both the presso that resistance is a different function of boundary gesure gradient and internal driving force may result in ometry. Consequently, pressure should not appear as a motion of the center of mass of reference volumes of fluid.
variable, along with concentration, in a potential gradiThe resultant driving force (acting on a reference volent indicating force associated with diffusion. ume of a fluid as a whole) is not given by the vector sum of a pressure gradient and body forces, if a density gradient exists. A differential reference volume may be ANALYSIS treated as a single "fluid particle," in applying Newton's
To simplify the analysis we consider fluid phases, under second law of motion, only for homogeneous fluids. The isothermal conditions, consisting of inert constituents fluid dynamics approach to mass transport does not apnot subjected to gravity, surface, electrical, or magnetic ply where density or thermal gradients exist. Nonuniforces. To eliminate gravity as a variable, we consider form kinetic energy within each reference volume is transport in horizontal directions only. For the simple responsible for diffusion of particular molecular species system considered, mass transport is induced by a presif a thermal gradient exists (Corey and Kemper, 1961) .
sure gradient acting on the fluid, including all constituInterdiffusion of particle species having identical masses ents, and by concentration gradients acting on particuresults in no net mass transport. Forces associated with lar constituents. such transport within reference volumes of fluid have no resultant work relative to an external frame of refer-
Driving Force for Advection
ence. Work done is exclusively internal. No work is done against the surroundings of reference volumes. How-A pressure gradient is the only driving force for advecever, when particles of different mass interdiffuse, there tion with the simple fluid system assumed. Force per unit is a displacement of the center of mass of reference volvolume resulting from a pressure gradient is given by: umes relative to an external frame of reference (Farr, F/V ϭ Ϫٌp [1] 1993). Work is done that is not exclusively internal, and a net mass transport results that is not in response to a where F is force, V is volume, and p is pressure. Bold pressure gradient and body force on reference volumes type indicates vectors. of fluid.
Resistance Force for Advection Diffusion and Advection
Resistance to motion induced by a pressure gradient is of two types, depending on whether viscous flow or Diffusion is defined as transport of a fluid constituent induced by a concentration gradient. It is widely believed slip flow is considered. Slip flux refers to the increment SOIL SCI. SOC. AM. J., VOL. 69, JULY-AUGUST 2005 of flux associated with a nonzero local velocity at solid with heat or electrical conduction (Bird et al., 2002) . However, a better understanding of diffusion can be boundaries. For most cases of liquid flow, slip flux is insignificant. Viscous resistance is proportional to rate obtained from the derivation of Fick's law from Newton's second law of motion. of angular deformation of reference volumes of fluid. The coefficient of proportionality is called viscosity.
Diffusion involves mass transport of a fluid constituent against a resistance force equal in magnitude to the Force per unit volume, resulting from the rate of deformation of reference volumes, during viscous flow is driving force. Newton's second law of motion defines force as the rate of change of momentum. In this case the given by:
change of momentum involved is the rate of change of
momentum of a particular constituent as the constituent moves relative to the fluid boundaries in response to a where r denotes a resistance force, is fluid viscosity, concentration gradient. We define diffusion velocity as: and v is "local velocity." Local velocity is defined as molecular velocity averaged over a differential area nor-
where v i is local velocity of the constituent, v a is the local can be found in any fluid dynamics textbook.
advective velocity, c i is concentration (moles/volume), Setting driving force equal to the resistance force and j i is the molar diffusion flux, which, when multiplied gives a version of Stokes' law without the gravity term.
by volume per mole, equals the diffusion velocity. EquaPoiseuille's equation can be derived from Stokes' equation [5] differs from the definition of diffusion presented tion for flow in small tubes. By induction, we can also elsewhere (Bird et al., 2002; Bear, 1972) , because we inderive Darcy's equation for flow through porous media terpret advective velocity, v a , as an increment of velocity (Bear, 1972, Chapter 5; Sposito, 1978; Corey, 1994, Chap- responding to pressure gradients and body forces, not ter 3). For systems in which the only driving force is velocity of the center of mass of reference volumes of the gradient of pressure, Darcy's equation (in terms of fluid or "mean" velocity. local velocity) is given by:
The mass per unit volume transported by diffusion is:
where mass of a number of constituent particles (equal where is porosity of a porous medium and k is the to Avogadro's number) is designated by m i . Based on permeability coefficient.
reasoning from kinetic theory, diffusion velocity is proKozeny (1927), and later Carman (1937) , derived an portional to velocity of translation, v t , of particles in a expression for k as a function of channel geometry in frame of reference attached to reference volumes of fluid. granular porous materials:
Velocity of translation is subject to the proportionality:
[4] where T represents Kelvin temperature. Equation [7] is presented in texts on transport phenomena, including where R 2 is the mean value of the hydraulic radius the text by Bird et al. (2002) . squared, k s is a shape factor having a value of about 2.5, Components of v t exist in all directions; however, and the ratio L e /L represents tortuosity of the flow path v t has a resultant velocity in the direction of maximum (length of flow path, divided by the direct distance bedecrease in concentration equal to j i c i Ϫ1 . Equation [7] tween points where the pressure is measured). Tortuosis consistent with Graham's law of diffusion (Graham, ity squared has a value of about 2 for fully saturated 1833); that is, diffusion velocity is inversely proportional granular media.
to the square root of particle mass. By the same reasonThe Kozeny-Carman equation is presented here to ing, Eq. [7] indicates that diffusion velocity is directly illustrate the sensitivity of permeability to viscous flow proportional to the square root of Kelvin temperature. on channel geometry, particularly the hydraulic radius.
An expression for force resulting from a concentraHowever, the Kozeny-Carman equation is based on the tion gradient can be derived by writing an expression assumption that local velocity approaches zero at fluid for the rate of change of momentum of particles moving boundaries, that is, there is "no slip" at solid surfaces.
in response to a concentration gradient. 
Transport across Membranes
boundaries, not fluxes relative to mean velocity or the Porous membranes are of several types. One type is a center of mass of reference volumes. Diffusion flux repsemipermeable membrane that excludes all solutes and resents an increment of velocity resulting from a conis permeable to a solvent only. Another type allows the centration gradient that must be added to the advective passage of some solutes but not all. A third type allows velocity to obtain the net transport of a constituent.
the transport of all solutes, but some solutes are more restricted than others, and to a greater extent than the
Resistance Force for Diffusion
solvent. Transport of a solvent through a membrane that ex-A coefficient for diffusion through a porous medium, such as a granular bed, reflects the resistance opposing cludes all solutes is easy to analyze, because transport of the solvent responds exclusively to the partial pressure motion. Consequently, the diffusion coefficient is also a function of channel geometry. However, the diffusion gradient of the solvent (Meyer et al., 1973) . A concentration gradient has no effect on transport through such coefficient does not include mean hydraulic radius as a variable. A concentration gradient induces transport of a membrane, because there is no concentration gradient within the membrane. All solutes are excluded. In this individual molecules, and does not induce angular deformation of reference volumes of fluid. Consequently, case, transport of the solvent is by viscous flow and/or slip flux in response to a pressure gradient in the solvent. fluid viscosity is not a direct factor in resistance to motion induced by a concentration gradient, so resistance
Membranes that allow transport of solutes but restrict their passage to a greater or lesser extent require a more is not sensitive to dimensions of channel cross-sections. complex analysis. In the latter case, transport is affected a position of high chemical potential to a position of lower chemical potential. However, if the channel sizes by the total pressure gradient and also concentration gradients of all individual constituents. Without more dethrough the membrane are sufficiently large, the concentration difference will be of insignificant consequence. In tailed information about a particular membrane than is likely to be available, there is no way to predict direction the latter case, the net flux of solute will be from high pressure to lower pressure. of net transport of any solute or solvent. There is no function, referring to characteristics of the fluid only, that
We also conclude that the direction of net transport of solvent (in this case water) cannot be predicted from would permit such a prediction (Corey and Kemper, 1961) .
the gradient of the chemical potential. Figure 2 is presented to illustrate this conclusion. Transport of water and solutes from soil-water solutions into plant cells through root hairs and across other For the case illustrated in Fig. 2 , the concentrated solution is on the right of the membrane and is at a somecell membranes within living organisms is a very important process. Cell membranes in living organisms never what higher pressure than the less concentrated solution on the left. Consider a case for which the concentration totally exclude all solutes, or even most solutes. Consequently, transport is by advection as well as diffusion.
of solute on the right initially reduces the chemical potential of water to a value less than that of the less conThe following thought experiments illustrate the fact that a function (referring to fluid variables and fluid concentrated solution. Water shown in Fig. 2 may be transported by both diffusion and advection through the stituents alone) cannot be a predictor of the direction of net transport across a membrane of unknown propermembrane and through the vapor phase. The question of the direction of net transport of water depends on which ties. Figure 1 depicts a membrane separating a concentrated solute solution left of the membrane from a less mechanism of transport dominates at a particular time.
If the pore dimensions of the membrane are sufficiently concentrated solute solution on the right. However, the pressure in the less concentrated solution is greater than large, advection of the liquid solution through the membrane will be the dominant mechanism of water transpressure in the more concentrated solution.
For the case illustrated in Fig. 1 , diffusion of pure water port, regardless of the chemical potential gradient of water. may be transported by diffusion in response to a concentration gradient through the vapor phase above the If permeability of the membrane in Fig. 2 to the liquid solution is very small, and the pressure gradient in the membrane as well as through the membrane in the liquid phase. The solute also can move through the vapor phase vapor phase is negligible, diffusion of water through the vapor phase can be the dominant mechanism of transbut, assuming the vapor pressure of the solutes present is small, we can neglect transport of solutes through the port. As the liquid level in the reservoirs in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 moves, water in the vapor phase is transported vapor phase. Advection of both solute and solvent may be transported through the membrane, as well as through by both advection and diffusion. For the case illustrated in Fig. 1 , advection moves water vapor counter to a the vapor phase, in response to a pressure gradient.
The membrane illustrated in Fig. 1 is permeable in chemical potential gradient. An analogous condition exists in soils where liquid some degree to both solute and solvent, but the degree of permeability to each constituent is unknown. Coeffiwater content is a fraction of the total pore space. For example, when liquid water replaces the vapor phase cients of advective permeability and diffusion have not been determined. We ask the question, Will the solute in a soil during a rain or irrigation, the vapor phase is driven ahead of a wetting front by advection, as well as move "from points of high chemical potential to points of lower chemical potential"? The answer is perhaps, by diffusion. Similarly, when a wet soil drains, air (including water vapor) replaces liquid water by advection and perhaps not.
If the difference in concentration of solute across the counter to a chemical potential gradient. Fluctuations of barometric pressure also promote pressure gradients membrane is sufficiently great, the difference in pressure relatively small, and the permeability to advection within the vapor phase in soils. The role of advection in aeration of soil profiles is often overlooked, and an unis also relatively small, the solute may, in fact, move from justified assumption is commonly made that the process • Resistance, as well as driving force, determines direction and magnitude of net mass transport. is entirely a result of diffusion.
Where both pressure and concentration gradients ex-• Pressure gradients induce resistance that is a different function of boundary geometry than resistance ist in the vapor phase, it is not correct to state that water necessarily will move in the direction of decreasing chemito diffusion.
• Driving force for diffusion is proportional to a gracal potential. Chemical potential governs direction of diffusion only in cases where pressure is constant. In dient of concentration, not a gradient of chemical potential. The gradient of chemical potential correctly the latter case, gradients of concentration and chemical potential are equal.
evaluates driving force for diffusion only where pressure is constant. Direction of transport of the solute or solvent across a membrane at a particular time cannot be determined • Chemical potential is useful for describing conditions of equilibrium, not for evaluating transport. without an evaluation of membrane properties. It is possible to predict only that equilibrium will eventually be reached when both pressure and concentration are equal APPENDIX on both sides of the membrane. In the latter case, the List of Symbols chemical potential is also equal on both sides of the membrane. Referring to the case illustrated in Fig. 1 , we assume that the chemical potential of the solute is less in the We also note that regardless of the initial direction L direct distance between two points (L) of net flux of the solute for the case illustrated in Fig. 1 , L e length of flow path (L) equilibrium will occur when the pressure is equal on both sides of the membrane (at equal elevations 
